AREA REGULATIONS
The fishing licence gives the possesor the right to practice angling, fly-fishing, spinning and jiggig. Max 2 fishing or casting rods per licence. Children up to 15 years of age accompanied by parent with licence do not need a licence.

THE LICENCE POSSESSOR IS EXPECTED TO:
• When fishing, always carry the licence, with a signature.
• Obey the minimal length of 35 cm for trout, 45 cm for grayling and 50 cm for jack.
• Obey the maximal length of 100 cm for pike.
• Obey the maximum limit of 1 grayling and 3 trouts per twenty-four hours.
• Return all catches of grayling in Sevedskvamn (Only conventional flyfishing is allowed in this area)
• Observe the ban on wading from 1st April to 15th May
• Observe areas where fishing with a baited hook is not allowed.
• Study local maps to avoid fishing outside the appointed area as well as inside the restricted area.
• Respect existing marked fishing gear.
• To report all catches of trout, grayling and zander on special catch-reports.
• Not to leave a fireplace without smothering the fire thoroughly.
• Be sure to leave the fishing spot in a clean condition.
• Respect the natural environment and not disturb the wildlife, especially breeding birds.
• Obey current rules and regulations (including the County administrative boards announcements and fishing restrictions).

THE LICENCE POSSESSOR IS NOT ALLOWED TO:
• Sell caught fish or catch more than he/she can consume.
• Lend the licence to anyone.
• Fish from main road bridges.

THE FISHING LICENCE WILL IMMEDIATELY BE SEIZED IF ABOVE RULES ARE NOT OBEYED. IF SO, THE POSSESSOR DOES NOT HAVE THE RIGHT TO GET THE LICENCE FEE BACK.
BY ORDER, THE GYSINGE FISHING DISTRICT COMMITTEE